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Meeting Report - February 10, 2011
Minutes of the BBMFC February 10, 2011 Meeting
Business meeting opened:
Present:

Minutes of previous meeting:

Treasurer’s report:

by President Chris Brownhill at 7:43 pm
11 members/guests

acceptance moved by Geoff Higgs, seconded by John
Easton, carried

$2,044.88

Proceedings:
1. Chris Brownhill noted that this was the first BBMFC meeting ever held on a

Thursday to the best of his knowledge. The switch was due to a room
booking conflict. A discussion was held on whether the March meeting, also
scheduled for a Thursday (March 10th) should proceed on the Thursday or an
alternative venue sought for Wednesday. It was decided that switching
dates was easier (if everyone was notified in time) than switching venues so
Thursday March 10th was confirmed as the date for the next meeting.
2. Jack Humphries moved a vote of thanks to John McFayden for his efforts in
ensuring the clubs monthly Slinger was distributed in a timely fashion –
carried unanimously.
3. Chris Brownhill reported that he and John Easton had attended a special
MAAC zone meeting, at which Bill Thorne was acclaimed as the Deputy Zone
Director. Chris also surmised that MAAC insurance, which now covers flying
on private property with the owner’s permission, was previously restricted to
flying at club fields to encourage club membership. He got the feeling that
various clubs did not particularly like the new policy as it could result in
reduced club membership and a reduced financial base for clubs
(membership fees).
4. A discussion was held concerning the building project for Juniors to be
tackled at the March meeting. John Easton had brought along some samples
of possible projects including the Squirrel (rubber), Minnow (rubber - more
advanced) and Sparrow (catapult). After some discussion, it was decided
that the Sparrow was the most suitable project, noting the ease of
construction and the quality of the kit (pre-sanded airfoil etc.). It was
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decided that the club would purchase 20 Sparrow kits, 10 Squirrel kits, and
5 Minnow kits at a cost of approximately $200 total. Jack Humphries
offered to take on any unsold/unbuilt kits to sell in his store.
5. Chris Brownhill suggested sending invitations to the March meeting to the
Juniors on the club’s mailing list. He also suggested building a few Mannwin
control-line trainers to have available during flying sessions at the field for
beginners to try. He reiterated the importance of encouraging interest
among new and Junior flyers as MAAC membership is suffering from an
attrition rate of 1% per year.
6. Chris Brownhill advised that he and Keith Morgan were working on a second
sign for the flying field. He mentioned that Keith had found a source of
electrical conduit for possible use as fence posts. The club members
generally felt that Keith’s previous suggestion (cold-rolled steel) would
result in more durable posts although slightly more expensive.
7. Chris Brownhill mentioned he had received the club’s insurance certificate
and would now proceed with the City’s field permit application. He noted he
would need a cheque for $25 to cover the cost of the application.
8. Chris Brownhill noted that he was proceeding to submit applications to
MAAC for the necessary sanctions to cover the upcoming contest season.
9. Chris Brownhill reminded everyone that the club’s building/beauty contest
would be held at the April meeting.

Business meeting adjourned by Chris Brownhill
Post-meeting activities:


A “bone yard” contest was held with the objective being to bring the most
interesting “old” model with an interesting “story” to go along with it. There
were 6 entries:
1. Gord Gimbert’s Hampden, a 50-year-old stick and tissue display model
featuring a half-retracting landing gear – this “plane” was clearly from an
earlier time – it reminded one of a mummified “something” from the
ROM, complete with curled tissue and a dust patina. Gord bravely
announced his intention to eventually re-build it – we’ll have to remind him
of that bravado from time to time.
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2. John Easton’s Mustang, an ancient control-line profile that had parted
company with its tail. Apparently an early endurance record had been set
with this aircraft and John and Chris reminisced about some amusing
anecdotes and stunts (including a clown with apparently destructive
tendencies) associated with the plane.
3. Jack Humphries’ Supermarine 6 7/8, a lean, racy early Jim Walker entry
with obvious similarities to the Schneider Trophy-winning Supermarine
seaplanes. This model was the subject of a construction article in Model
Airplane News in the late 60’s or early 70’s.
4. John McFayden’s Bandit stunt ship – he noted its mongrel parentage and
its great flying qualities. It looked in such great shape that it was hard
to believe that it had survived John’s learning curve for 6 years.
5. Rob Pringle’s Leisure Playboy old-timer, a pioneering electric-powered kit
from the early 80’s, in the days when electrics were regarded with
amusement (and a modicum of intolerance) by R/C club members, NiCad’s
had a monopoly, and engine control was on/off with a servo-operated
micro-switch. A far cry from the current widespread acceptance of epower for all types of flying.
6. Chris Brownhill’s matched duelling set (one for FAC scale and one for
Peanut scale) of rubber-powered Lacey M-10’s, complete with elliptical
anhedral (aka “droopy” wings). Chris noted that the Peanut version had
flown 2 minutes and the FAC version 3 minutes and that it/they had
flown at the indoor free-flight Nats in some dome in Johnson City,
Tennessee.
A vote was held and the members chose as their favourites (with only 11
voting members, there weren’t enough votes to go around):
1st Gord’s Hampden
2nd Rob’s Playboy
3rd Jack’s Supermarine 6 7/8.


A demonstration of the arcane art of metal fuel tank building (this topic is
generally covered in books found on the same shelf as those dealing with
alchemy and witchcraft) had been planned by Keith Morgan but it apparently
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was a victim of the switch in meeting dates, hopefully to be re-scheduled for
a later meeting. Jack Humphreys stepped into the breach on short notice
and provided an exposition of his method for the moulding of fibreglass
parts. He used, as an example, a nice-looking nacelle fairing from his current
multi-engine airliner project. Jack revealed some of his “tips’n’tricks”:
o A balsa male plug, filled and smoothed carefully and finished with
dope and 3 coats of car wax. Jack pointed out that a good finish on
the final product was dependent on a good finish on the plug – any
imperfections will be perfectly transferred;
o A plaster–of-paris female mould contained in a balsa box, again waxed
and coated with PVA (poly-vinyl alcohol) release agent;
o A part moulded from one “heavyish” (actual weight unknown) layer of
fibreglass cloth and warmed 30-minute epoxy. Jack mentioned that
one heavier layer of cloth was better than using one or more lighter
layers since it was easier to work the air bubbles out through the
more porous weave of the heavier cloth and the part still turned out
very light in weight.
One can imagine all sorts of applications for this particular technology –
wheel pants, cowlings, gun blisters, oil coolers, etc. etc.
Thanks to Jack for his informative and interesting talk.
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Meeting Report - October 12, 2011
by Stunt Stu Henderson

There were no photos for the first meeting. The Minutes for the meeting have finally
arrived from our Secretary par Excellence - Rob Pringle. He has also carefully crafted
up an event survey with a link to a word file - Please print it, fill it out at your
convenience and bring the sheet with you to the next meeting or e-mail your
preferences to Rob. Rob has some very detailed musings about our events which are
outlined in his column "Rob's Ramblings". I for one, welcome all the content that Rob
has added to our web report, as this page is the club's corkboard not just mine!
As many of you know, I am soon enrolling in Film School full time and my modeling
activities will be severely curtailed for some time to come (at least 1 full year), as I need
to seriously focus (no pun this time) on this new, elaborate endeavor which will expand
my artistic career horizons. I am personally very excited for this new change but as a
consequence expect much of my former free time will be taken up by film and related
projects. I also have a very active family life to care for.
I may or may not be able to attend the meetings during this winter but will try to post the
reports in a semi timely fashion. Please someone take photos in my absence and send
them promptly with details if possible, so these pages will look a little less bland. Thanks
S.
For now I will give you some photos of the action at the Ringmaster Fly a Thon from the
weekend of Oct 1 and Oct 2. I really only wanted to go and take a couple of photos but I
got suckered into flying what was supposed to be a short tank... It was quite cold and
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miserable, I must say, and could not wait for my 12 minute flight to end. I looked a lot
like Lenny in the shot above!

RINGMASTER FLY-A-THON WEEKEND
OCTOBER 1, 2011 Burlington Model Airport
Conditions: Sunny with 30+ KPH winds
Pilots:





Naomi Macklem
Len Bourel
Bill Huckins
John McFayden

A total of 30 flights using S1 and S2 Ringmasters were flown.
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OCTOBER 2, 2011 Centennial Park
Conditions: Drizzle with 30+ KPH winds
Pilots:









Naomi Macklem
Len Bourel
Bill Huckins
John McFayden
Keith Morgan
Chris Brownhill
Stuart Henderson
Jack Humphries

A total of 22 flights using S1 and S2 Ringmasters were flown.
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Total combined flights for the weekend - 8 Pilots for 52 flights on 8 different
Ringmasters. I think the across the world total flights was well over 1000 for the
weekend!
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Minutes of the BBMFC October 12, 2011 Meeting
Business meeting opened:
Present:
Minutes of previous meeting:
Treasurer’s report:

by President Chris Brownhill at 7:40 pm
15 members/guests (some from as far away as
Guelph and Owen Sound)
acceptance moved by Stu Henderson, seconded by
Gord Gimbert, carried
not available as treasurer was absent

Proceedings:


President Chris Brownhill advised that he had finally received, without
charge, the City permit for the meeting room.



Chris mentioned that Al Baker’s wife had passed away and indicated he would
send a card expressing condolences on behalf of the club.



Chris Brownhill summarized some of the outcomes of the Zone Meeting, held
October1 and hosted by the Oakville-Milton flying club:
o Clair Murray was returned as Zone Director – Chris Brownhill
mentioned he has a passion for safety in model aviation
o Apparently the Zone Director has offered up the sum of $250 to the
club that signs up the most Junior members.
o Chris Brownhill was once again nominated as Control-line Chairman and
John McFayden as Stunt Chairman.



The past flying season was reviewed:
o John McFayden reviewed the first season that Old Time Stunt had
been run as a Club event. He felt that, in general, the event was
enjoyed more than the event it replaced, Jim Walker. Some of the
advantages he cited were the ability to fly older models (yes some
club members might remember when these models were on hobby shop
shelves rather than on eBay), the low pressure associated with the
event (no cardiac arrests were reported) and the emphasis on fun and
fellowship.
o In response to a question from the floor, it was generally agreed that
crossing the border with model aircraft “stuff” on the way to compete
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at US contests did not typically result in any hassles (provided your
“stuff” does not register on Homeland Security’s Geiger counters and
provided you were not transporting a model of the Avro Arrow).
o It was noted that some of the contests (and other flying sessions)
were adversely affected by the weatherman this past season (the
“Beanfield” was inundated on one occasion) but we managed to get
most of the contest events in anyway.
o Chris Brownhill noted that we raised $200 for the Weston/King
Neighbourhood Association at the 54th Anniversary event.
o The Ringmaster “weekend” was, in a word, WINDY but proved that
this venerable design could cope with excessive air velocity (and not
the kind resulting from the revolution of the propeller).
o A round of applause was offered up to Stephanie and Daniel
Blackmore, the latest Juniors to get bitten by the model aviation bug,
who soloed this season.
o It was noted in passing that three teams had managed to complete
the 100-mile Sport Race – coincidentally, three teams also started the
race.


Chris Brownhill opened a discussion on ideas for a program of meeting
activities
o Stu Henderson advised that he had some videos (PG14 due to the
possibility of violent encounters between aircraft and terra firma)
that may be of interest – Peter Sekora (sp?), a guest and prospective
new member, indicated he may be able to supply a video projector
o Another idea tabled was an exposé on electric aircraft, with an
emphasis on control-line applications – Jack Humphries and Kim
Doherty were mentioned as possible resources
o Another topic mentioned was a session on controls
o Chris Brownhill reminded everyone that aircraft show’n’tells were
always welcome



A discussion on possible new (or modified) contest events was held
o Chris Brownhill suggested the .21 Proto Speed event.
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o Peter mentioned the Carrier event – Chris Brownhill indicated he had
information on how to lay out a simplified carrier deck.
o Len Bourel suggested a modification of the Jim Walker event,
eliminating the speed portion and retaining the simplified stunts (2
wingovers, 2 inside loops, 2 lazy eights, etc.) and the “optional”
manoeuver. This was suggested as a “simple” stunt event. Len Bourel
and John McFayden will collaborate on the development of appropriate
rules and will welcome any suggestions from the members.
o Chris Brownhill suggested a different approach to modifying the Jim
Walker event, reducing the weighting of the speed score to 15% for
engines of less than .15 cu.in. displacement and 10% for engines
between .15 and .23 cu.in. displacement.
o Rob Pringle indicated he would circulate a survey with the minutes to
gauge interest in the various possible events.


Flight training and junior membership was discussed:
o Len Bourel stressed the need to grow the club from the bottom up.
o It was suggested that we advertise our training sessions.
o The question of a suitable training aircraft was brought up – it was
pointed out that the “Mannwin” trainers that have been used in the
past were easy to build but not the easiest aircraft to fly, especially
in the wind. The “Flite Streak Trainer” was suggested as a suitable
replacement, being of all-sheet construction and therefore easy to
repair at the field.
o The possibility of separate junior categories for events was brought
up.



The issue of stunt scoring surfaced:
o John McFayden suggested that the scoring system for stunt
(currently the FAI system) be revised as it was not generally liked and
discouraged flyers from the US from participating in our stunt
contests.
o Chris suggested the possibility of returning to the AMA/MAAC
system (scoring manoeuvers from 0-40 rather than 0-10 with a kfactor). The current use of k-factors in the FAI system needs to be
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confirmed. There seemed to be general but not unanimous agreement
with the need for change.
o The question of a 7 vs. 8 minute time limit was also raised.
o It was pointed out that the Club can use any rules it wants for
contests provided that the rules are advertised.
o The FAI may be considering reinstatement of the “Builder of the
Model” or BOM rule


It was noted that there was a general decline in competitive flying in Canada
in favour of “fun” flying.



Chris invited comments and suggestions on:
o Contest events
o Rules
o Ways to encourage participation with emphasis on Juniors

Meeting adjournment: moved by Len Bourel, seconded by John McFayden, carried.
Note: A survey on interest in different events will be circulated with the minutes.
Please take a few minutes to complete it. You can email it back to Rob Pringle at
rpringle1028@rogers.com or print it out and bring it to the next meeting.
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Rob’s Ramblings
by Rob Pringle
Two significant ideas surfaced in the meeting. One concerned the events that we
include in our contests and the other concerned growing our junior membership.
To lead up to these ideas, I’m going to talk a bit about the dropping of the Jim
Walker event from our contests. From previous discussions, it seems that the
reason for the demise of this event was declining participation. Between the lines,
it seems that the participation was declining since one competitor in the event was
taking it seriously (hot engine, purpose-designed aircraft) and was winning
consistently while other participants were perhaps unwilling or unable to make the
same level of commitment to this event and did not feel they could be competitive.
Two things can be drawn from this. The first is that while most club members will
maintain that they don’t have a “need to win” approach to competing, it is still
necessary to at least be somewhat competitive or at least have a chance to win, if
they are going to continue to compete. Second, two resources are necessary to
compete in model airplane events, time and money. Some events require more in
the way of time – for example, stunt requires a significant outlay of time – time to
build and/or set up the plane, perhaps to develop progressively better planes, and
time to practice, often over a period of years. On the other hand, speed events
require a relatively costly engine and knowledge of how to tune it although less
time is required to build the plane and practise. To be a serious combat competitor
requires both relatively expensive engines (and more than one) as well as lots of
practice time and matches under the belt. At the same time, club members vary in
terms of the availability of these resources to them. Some members, particularly
those who are retired, have more in the way of time and may have less in the way
of money. Others may have limited time but may have more ‘hobby’ money
available. From a purely personal standpoint, I am disappointed that Jim Walker is
“no more”. The idea of a purpose-built plane that was also a design challenge – a
balancing act between appearance, speed, and stunting ability appealed to me. I
had procured an engine or two, drawn up a 2-speed throttle system, and had found
a scale design that I thought could give the usual winner a run for his money.
Unfortunately, there does not appear to be enough interest to ensure the event’s
longevity.
Going back to growing our junior membership, we have to be aware that there are
several factors involved in attracting junior members. We have to recognize that
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for many juniors, time is a limited resource (believe it or not). In part, it may be
“artificially constrained” since “instant gratification” is a stereotype often
attributed to the youth of today. However, for a junior to attend and compete,
also required is the interest and time of a parent or mentor, not only to provide
guidance and assistance, but also to drive them to meetings and to the field for
contests and practice. There is also competition from other activities (homework,
social networking, sports, music, hanging out, etc.) If we look at the number of
“juniors” who are interested in and competing in model car racing and, to some
extent, R/C boats and planes (especially 3D and such), we can guess that money
may be less of an issue than time for some of them. We may also guess that “go
fast” events are attractive to many juniors.
I suggest that in order to seriously make inroads in growing junior membership, we
have to consider some of the following approaches:
1. Have some speed/racing events that (a) might attract juniors in the first
place and (b) that a junior might be competitive in without years of building
and flying experience.
2. Realize that juniors by themselves may not be able to be serious members –
in order to attract juniors, we also have to attract a parent or older sibling
or other mentor.
3. Increase our exposure through presentations at Boy Scout or Air Cadet
meetings (do the presentation at the beginning of the meeting and invite
parents to hang around for a few minutes to partake), invitations to these
groups to come and see a competition, and booths at hobby and aviation
shows/events. I was involved as a leader for several years with a large Cub
pack (40-50 Cubs). Once in each 3-year cycle, the Cubs spent parts of two
meetings building model rockets and a flying session was held at their winter
camp.
In terms of “event planning” for our contests, we have to keep a few objectives
and/or constraints in mind:
1. Members can only participate seriously in a relatively small number of
events, particularly if they are specialized events. Given that the number of
members is limited, having too many events may result in too few
participants in any given event.
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2. We should give some thought to selecting one or more events that do not
require an excessive commitment of time to participate in meaningfully. For
example, speed or racing events do not require the same commitment to
practicing as precision aerobatics.
3. We should consider events that collectively cover a variety of skills and
challenges, including design challenges, technological challenges,
construction/finishing challenges, engine operation/optimization, and flying.
4. We should consider events that juniors can meaningfully participate in –
perhaps allowing ARF’s, electronic rather than mechanical gadgetry, etc. It
would be beneficial if juniors could be competitive in some events without a
protracted training period.
5. We should consider the frequency with which events are run each year.
Some can be run more often (eg. Stunt) while others (eg. Scale or Musciano)
might only be run once a year.
6. We should consider events that are “flashy”. Going fast is flashy, as is a
well-executed aerobatics pattern and a well-executed scale model. Either
the models themselves or the event they are flown in might provide the
“flash”.
7. The more compatible our events are with those in the US, the more likely we
are to attract US flyers to our contests and the easier it will be for us to
participate in contests south of the border. I am as nationalistic as they
come, but even I can recognize the value of expanding our marketability and
our fellowship.
With respect to two events that were mentioned at the last meeting, I have a few
comments. Chris mentioned 21 Proto Speed as a possible event. This event has
some attractive features in my opinion. It involves two control lines which we are
more used to (rather than monoline). It encourages scale racing aircraft, similar to
Goodyear that the club used to fly, although the planes are a bit larger.
Construction is relatively simple. No specialized controls. It uses standard fuel –
forget the high percentages of nitromethane and nitrobenzene. It can use readily
available engines and avoids the need to work with piped exhausts. In fact some of
the engines used for the Jim Walker event might be suitable. The flights are
short and the event could be run within a limited time frame. With a single plane
up at any given time, the experience needed to avoid interfering with other flyers
is not required . Current records in this class are, I believe, in the 140 mph (225
km/hr) range. Although wins might be “bought” with a specialized engine, there are
engines that can be competitive (I believe) that do not cost more, or much more,
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than a re-worked stunt engine or a car engine. We can consider limiting the
engines that can be used for our own contests if this is an issue.
The other event mentioned was Navy Carrier. This can be quite a specialized and
technically challenging event, at least the classes that almost demand line sliders
and movable surfaces. It is also an event that requires a special set-up to run –
carrier deck or equivalent and arrestor wires. However, some clubs in the US are
running or pursuing simplified versions of the event without line sliders or movable
surfaces. The UK has a similar simplified event – Basic Carrier Deck or BCD.
Something could also be said for allowing electronic throttles or other controls
(based on servo testers, R/C gear with the radio airwave transmission turned off,
and the new 2.4 Ghz equipment). Yes, some purists might decry the non-use of 3line systems and mechanical gadgetry - however, I think allowing electronic
controls simplifies the event and makes it more accessible to juniors and others
who are familiar with R/C gear.
I also have some thoughts on the stunt event. Rather than a series of new events
to accommodate those who are not yet sufficiently practised or proficient to
compete at the highest levels, perhaps we should consider a “graded” event.
Everyone would fly in the same “event” although beginners would only fly a predetermined subset of the manoeuvers and would compete against each other on
that basis for placings. They would also be allowed to use ARF’s or profiles.
Intermediate flyers would execute a larger and more complex subset and might be
subject to the BOM rule. Flyers would move up a grade either voluntarily or
perhaps if they win at their current level, or score some percentage of the
maximum score at their current level. I realize this is not significantly different
from what actually happens but I think it might be a good thing if everyone was
unified under a single precision aerobatics “event”. With respect to Old Time
stunt, I think it is a great idea and should be a separate event due to it’s retro
regression to a simpler time in which some of us grew up.
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Event Survey
Please put an “x” in the column that best describes your feelings about each event and either email the
completed survey to rpringle1028@rogers.com or print it out and bring it to the next meeting.
Competing
now

MAAC events
Aerobatics

Speed/racing

Jim Walker
Scale

Navy Carrier
Combat
Balloon bust
Endurance
Other events
Stunt
Speed/racing
Navy Carrier
Combat

Walt Musciano

Precision aerobatics
Profile stunt
Novice stunt
Sport racing
Goodyear racing
Mouse racing
Rat racing
½ A proto
.21 sport
Formula 40
Classic speed
Flying scale
Sport scale
Profile scale
Class I/II
Profile
Fast combat
Slow combat

Old Time stunt
.21 Proto speed
1/2A scale
.15 carrier
80 mph
FAI
1/2A
Hollow log/stunt
Hollow log/speed
Open
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Planning on
competing
next
season

Moderately
interested
in
competing

Mildly
interested
in
competing

Not
interested
in
competing

Meeting Report - November 9, 2011

Keith demonstrates his fiberglass techniques.
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Minutes of the BBMFC November 9, 2011 Meeting
Business meeting opened:

by President Chris Brownhill at 7:43 pm

Present:

17 members/guests

Minutes of previous meeting:

acceptance of the October 12 meeting minutes as
circulated was moved by Geoff Higgs and seconded
by Bill Bowmer, carried

Treasurer’s report:

Treasurer Bill Bowmer reported a balance of
$1623.82

Proceedings:


President Chris Brownhill reminded members to pay their MAAC and Club
Dues.



Chris then officially dissolved the 2010/2011 Executive and asked for a
motion to be made to open up the floor to nominations for the 2011/2012
Executive.



Len Bourel made a motion to open the floor to nominations for the
2011/2012 Executive and that was seconded by Bill Bowmer.



Jack Humphreys made a motion that the 2010/2011 Executive be returned
on block. Seconded by John Easton. Vote by membership present was
unanimous Ya. No Nahs.
2011/2012 BBMFC Executive



President

– Chris Brownhill

VP

– John McFayden

Secretary

– Rob Pringle

Treasurer

– Bill Bowmer

C/L Rep

– Len Bourel

Jr Rep

– Daniel Birks

Contest Coordinator

– Dave Relf

Next order of business was the distribution of Ringmaster Fly A Thon
Certificates to those members that participated in this years Ringmaster
Fly A Thon. Globally 1505 Ringmaster flights were recorded.
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Chris Brownhill collected a number of completed Event Surveys and
reminded those that have not yet completed a survey as to why and how
the Survey will be evaluated by the Executive to determine what events
are likely to draw the most member participation. These results will be
presented in the January meeting.



Next order of business was to discuss contest dates for 2012.



Proposed dates;
Spring Opener – Niagara Falls – May 20
T&D – Centennial Park – June 2&3
Brodaks – June 12 to 16
Beanfield Grand Prix – Dresden - July 7&8*
SOCC 12 – Dresden - August 17 to 19
Fall Stunt – Niagara Falls – Sept 9
Anniversary Weekend – Centennial Park – Sept 22 & 23
Ringmaster Fly A Thon – Burlington – Sept 30 **
Ringmaster Fly A Thon – Centennial Park – Oct 1 **
*dependant on US Nats dates and Brad’s confirmation
**assuming this is the dates confirmed by the Brotherhood of the Ring



John McFayden and Len Bourel were then asked to present their proposal
for the Balsa Beaver Novice Aerobatics event. The details of the event
will be attached to the December meeting slinger for member review and
comment.



Following a short break Keith Morgan was invited to make a presentation
on his experiences and techniques for Fiberglassing balsa wood parts.
Keith’s presentation was very informative and demonstrated his
techniques by glassing a cowl.



The 2 oz cloth, the Rayplex 100 Epoxy Resin and Rayplex 26 Hardener are
available from Rayplex Ltd, 341 Durham Court, Oshawa. www.rayplex.com



Keith did volunteer to assist any member in getting these materials.

Note: The survey on interest in different events will be re-circulated with these
minutes. Please take a few minutes to complete it before Dec 1 2011. Email your
completed form back to Rob Pringle at rpringle1028@rogers.com.
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Chris looks ecstatic at having been proclaimed Beavers Prez for the 40th time

There is considerable work to making an ARC SV11 into a nicely finished rig.
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Event Survey
Please put an “x” in the column that best describes your feelings about each event and either email the
completed survey to rpringle1028@rogers.com or print it out and bring it to the next meeting.
Competing
now

MAAC events
Aerobatics

Speed/racing

Jim Walker
Scale

Navy Carrier
Combat
Balloon bust
Endurance
Other events
Stunt
Speed/racing
Navy Carrier
Combat

Walt Musciano

Precision aerobatics
Profile stunt
Novice stunt
Sport racing
Goodyear racing
Mouse racing
Rat racing
½ A proto
.21 sport
Formula 40
Classic speed
Flying scale
Sport scale
Profile scale
Class I/II
Profile
Fast combat
Slow combat

Old Time stunt
.21 Proto speed
1/2A scale
.15 carrier
80 mph
FAI
1/2A
Hollow log/stunt
Hollow log/speed
Open
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Planning on
competing
next
season

Moderately
interested
in
competing

Mildly
interested
in
competing

Not
interested
in
competing

Meeting Report - December 14, 2011

Looks like Chris finally finished his Fireball. Highly experimental for sure!

Here finally is the web report. I did not attend this one but am hoping to be able to make
it to the January meeting.
Here are some photos of some of the last action of the year. The pictures were taken in
late November or early December (very cold nevertheless) if my memory serves me
right.
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Our Secretary Rob has kindly provided us with the minutes and some of his views on
events.
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Minutes of the BBMFC December 14, 2011 Meeting
Business meeting opened:

by President Chris Brownhill at 7:40 pm

Present:

20 members/guests

Minutes of previous meeting:

acceptance moved by Geoff Higgs, seconded by
Keith Morgan, carried

Treasurer’s report:

by Treasurer Bill Bowmer - $1,693.49

Proceedings:


Award certificates from the Ringmaster Fly-a-thon were presented to Keith
Morgan, Stuart Henderson, and Chris Brownhill.



President Chris Borwnhill presented Jack Humphries with a Lifetime Club
Membership in recognition of his long-standing participation in and
contributions to the Club and the hobby in general.



Chris reviewed the current contest schedule for 2012:
o May 20 – Spring Opener – Niagara Falls ON
o June 2,3 – T&D – Centennial Park, Toronto ON
o June 12-16 – Brodak – Carmichaels PA
o July 7,8 – Beanfield Grand Prix – "The Beanfield", Dresden ON
o Aug 17-19 – SOCC - "The Beanfield", Dresden ON
o Sep 9 – Fall Stunt - Niagara Falls ON
o Sep 23 – 55th Anniversary Weekend - Centennial Park, Toronto ON



Chris indicated that he has initiated the process to obtain City permits for
the contest dates at Centennial Park.



Chris indicated that due to budget trimming at the City, park maintenance
may be cut back somewhat next season. The idea of club members stepping
in to "fill the void" was brought up but this may not be viewed positively by
CUPE due to the labour situation (pending strike/lockout in the
winter/spring that may last for some time). It was also mentioned that the
asphalt circle will need some patching this year and it was felt that we may
need to do this "informally".



Pete Hanson suggested that he/his company might be willing to sponsor a
racing championship for 2012.
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Members were reminded to complete the event survey and return to
Secretary Rob Pringle. The survey (a Microsoft Word file) was distributed
with the October minutes, will be distributed again with the December
minutes, and is available on the club website http://www.balsabeavers.com/



Since only 12 club members had been able to submit their completed surveys
so far, an informal poll of the 20 members present was held to gauge
interest in potential new events. Rob went through each of the events on the
survey form (all MAAC events plus other "informal" events) and the
members were asked to indicate if a given event was one they competed in
now or one they would really like to participate in. It was noted that the
combat guys "did their own thing" and that anyone interested in combat
should talk to them. The response was as follows (may not be 100% accurate
due to format of the poll – it was done by a show of raised hands and some
members were shy about it and kept their digits elevated only momentarily
and others were undecided and alternated between hand-up and hand-down):
Event



Competing now

Burning desire to compete

Precision aerobatics

10

-

Profile stunt

9

-

Sport racing

5

1

1/2A proto profile speed

-

6

Jim Walker

3

7

Sport scale

3

5

Profile scale

3

5

Fun scale

-

3

Old Time stunt

5

3

.15 carrier

-

5

Musciano - stunt

5

2

Musciano - speed

-

4

On the basis of these results, Chris indicated a meeting would be held early
in the new year to formulate some rules proposals for one rejuvenated event
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(Jim Walker) and three potential new events (.15 carrier, 1/2A proto speed,
and Musciano speed).


Chrsi reminded the members that to be successful, new events (and existing
events) need a "champion" to drive things along.



During the course of the discussion, various points and suggestions were
made concerning the new events being considered, (comments in italics are

those of the Secretary and do not necessarily represent the Club’s views) :
o Jim Walker


There was a general impression that the speed portion of the
scoring was weighted more heavily than the stunt and concours
portions, leading in the recent past to the need to have a hot
Russian combat engine to be able to win. In fact, the rules

provide for an even weighting of 30% of the score between the
three portions with 10% being allocated to an "option". Larger
displacement engines are handicapped in the speed portion by
requiring higher maximum speeds within the same 30%
allocation of score as follows:



Engine

Speed (mph)

Speed required

Maximum

displacement

multiplied by

for max score

score

.1 to .239 cu in

0.3

(100 mph)

30

.24 to .29 cu in

0.25

(120 mph)

30

.30 cu in

0.2

(150 mph)

30

It was suggested that perhaps the speed portion count as only
15% or 20% of the total score. It is my feeling that this will

turn Jim Walker into a "pseudo fast stunt" event (we already
have quite a few stunt events –precision, profile, old time,
Musciano) when it was originally intended as an event that
features competing/balanced design requirements for the
model.


It might be possible to maintain the "balanced" intent of the
event while addressing the issue of "hot" combat engines by one
or more of the following revisions:
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o Reducing the maximum speed limits and changing the

factors as follows:


for .1 - .239 cu ins – 80 mph x .375



for .24 - .29 cu ins – 100 mph x .3



for .3+ cu ins – 120 mph x .25.

o Limiting tank design (no pressure – suction only),

propeller size (minimum 7x4), fuel (maximum 10% nitro),
or exhaust systems
o Maintaining a list of allowable (or prohibited) engines

although this could be seen as somewhat arbitrary
o Changing the displacement ranges to:


.15-.29 cu ins



.30-.46 cu ins

o (This would force the hot F2D and similar engines to

compete with .25’s and .29’s.)
o .15 profile carrier.
 The main issue here is perhaps unfamiliarity of Club Members

with the event - This is an "informal" event which is currently
run at Brodak and in various areas of Canada, the US, UK, and
elsewhere (eg. NW rules and Denver rules). The basic intent is
to fly 7-8 fast laps and 7-8 slow laps, with the flight scoring
usually being based on the difference between the fast and
slow times, plus an arrested landing which also figures
prominently in the scoring. An aircraft with a working throttle
is therefore a necessity and the tailhook is usually triggered
with an extreme elevator movement. Slow flying is often in a
"hanging stall" mode with a maximum flight angle of either 30
or 60 deg. Depending on the rules you are looking at. However,
.15 profile carrier does not permit controllable surfaces
(except elevator) and line sliders are not permitted – this
greatly simplifies the engineering.
 An example of the rules are the following Brodak rules:
 The general rules for MAAC carrier are at
http://www.maac.ca/committees/maac_committee.php?cm=7



I have had a brief correspondence with Eric Conley who has
some helpful tips for the event at
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http://flyinglines.org/flightdeck.2.09.html . As there are few
readily available plans for this event (although lots for class 1
and 2), I asked him what size the planes were and he responded
that wingspans were 28-31 ins and wing areas were 160-180+ sq
ins.
 I have seen descriptions or pictures of planes that have solid
wings and others that have foam or built-up wings.
 The .15 size planes are easy on the budget and building time but
can be challenging to fly in windy conditions. Engines are not
that common although Eric mentions Nelsons, MVVS, OS, and
Cox/RJL/K&B Conquest.
 Although 3-line systems are almost exclusively used at present,
there has been discussion and there is a case for allowing
electronic throttles/tailhooks (eg. servo driver systems, R/C
trainer "buddy" systems, or 2.4 Ghz radio systems)
 While a built-up carrier deck is nice, the event can be run with
more basic field equipment.
 There is also a Northwest Sport .40 Carrier event that is
similarly a "fun: event, although the aircraft are perhaps more
manageable in the wind and more engines are available.
o 1/2A profile proto speed
 MAAC rules at http://www.maac.ca/docs/2006/rules_cl_g2.pdf
 We can probably dispense with the pylon and use a 1m pilot’s
circle.
 This event could have the same issue as the Jim Walker event
in that there are a number of "hot" imported 1/2A combat
engines (Profi, Cyclon, VA, Shuriken, etc) – otherwise, engine
supply is hit and miss and may depend on eBay
o Musciano proto speed


The eligibility rules are as for any other Musciano event
(engines, use of Musciano hollow-log designs, etc)



Speed is measured over 12 laps although this assumes 35’ lines
to give a ½ mile total distance.

The business portion of the meeting was adjourned by Chris and the members in
attendance were treated to cookies, cider courtesy of a few club members imbued
with the holiday spirit (Naomi, Chris, and others).
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While enjoying the treats, the annual pre-Christmas "swap shop" was held at which
a few items changed hands. Chris was observed donating a Cox engine to Ted’s
youth flyers.

Merry Christmas
and a healthy, happy, and prosperous New Year to all.
Photos: Chris Brownhill
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